




















·hese utterances were written on banners and recombined as

physical) poetry. This ·border-poetry' that emerged from this pro

cess was carried in a 6km-long city walk from the center of town

towards the border between Salzburg and the German town Frei

assing and made visible at the border (see figure 2).

A central experience: dialogs as constitutive formats of 

re-negotiating the relationship between art and publics 

Organizing, managing, and curating the festival challenged us to 

maintain the conceptual questions and theoretical intentions 

that were fundamental to the idea behind the festival. An early 

challenge we were confronted with-as mentioned above-was 

the slippage between highlighting potential for change, the 

meaning of aesthetics and looking for 'beautification.' lnterest

ingly, the aspect of 'beautification' was foregrounded not on ly in 

numerous submissions, but was also highlighted by various me

dia outlets in their coverage throughout the festival and thereby 

communicated to a wider public. At the same time, beautification 

was (for us)-obviously-in no way part of the programmatic in

tention behind the festival. This raised questions about how to 

address this issue in terms of the selection criteria for the submis

sions (what is the relationship between realizing curatorial inten

tions and responding to civic concems that may contradict our 

intentions?}, mediating dialogs between the artists and their con

cepts and the submitters and their expectations, as well as re

thinking future communication strategies to the press. However, 

the aspect of 'beautification' lost its (public) significance during 

the festival in response to the actual artistic interventions and de

bates which highlighted alternative approaches to beauty or en

couraged a change of one's relationship to or view of a given place, 

rather than the place itself, du ring the retreat and the event days.'9 

Overall, the role of the festival team as facilitators , moderators 

and initiators of dialogs at multiple levels became increasingly 

central: dialogs with the artists in the concept development 

phase; with people who have the power to give or deny permis

sions; with submitters and artists to mediate between intentions; 

and with (potential} participants in the citizen teams. Motivating 

participation, too, required direct outreach via dialog, addressing 

citizens with appropriate offers that are accessible-demanding 

infinite time resources and (wo)manpower. 

However, resources were very limited in this project. In fact, the 

course of the project was defined by the fact that it was low-bud-

From Dialog to Doing 

19 This shift of emphasis was further 

supported by social media postings 

and press interviews during the event 

weekend. 
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